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A Key Enabler for Good Quality Distributed Usage Control
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Data Sovereignty

“Data sovereignty refers to the self-determination of individuals and organizations with regard to the use of their data”.

Policy Quality

“The problem of assuring the quality of access control policies can be restated as the problem of making sure that the set of policies is consistent, minimal, relevant and complete with respect to the action to be executed by the subjects”.
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"ids.constraint": [ {
  "@type": "ids.Constraint",
  "ids.leftOperand": { "@id": "idsc:POLICY_EVALUATION_TIME" },
  "ids.operator": { "@id": "idsc:DURING" },
  "ids.rightOperand": {
    "@type": "ids.interval",
    "ids.begin": {
      "@type": "ids:Instant",
      "dateTime": {
        "@value": "2022-01-01T00:00:00Z",
        "@type": "xsd:dateTimeStamp"
      }
    },
    "ids.end": {
      "@type": "ids:Instant",
      "dateTime": {
        "@value": "2023-01-01T00:00:00Z",
        "@type": "xsd:dateTimeStamp"
      }
    }
  }
} ]
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"ids:constraint": {
  "ids:leftOperand": {"@id": "idsc:EVENT"},
  "ids:operator": {"@id": "idsc:SAME_AS"},
  "ids:rightOperandReference": {"@id": "idsc:PIP_ENDPOINT"},
  "ids:pipEndpoint": {"@id": "?eventPipURI"}
},
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B2B Policy Implementation
Thank you very much!
Gonzalo Gil Inchaurza
gonzalo.gil@tekniker.es